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Parsing Venture Fundraising Data – where have the seed stage investors gone?

Investment Professionals

Most of us are aware that buyout funds have been inundated with new capital from investors. Investors’ appetites for
alternative assets like venture capital and buyouts and the prospect of high returns have returned now that the worst
of the “New Economy” boom and bust is behind us. Many well-established buyout firms recently raised multi-billion
dollar funds that are 50-100% larger than their previous efforts. Several more of such firms are poised to do the
same in early 2006. Even emerging buyout managers have fared well on the fundraising trail.

Dan Donoghue

While buyout firms today see tremendous new opportunities to deploy capital globally, U.S. venture firms seem
almost out of synch by comparison. We, of course, are thankful for the self-restraint that many top tier VC firms have
demonstrated by raising smaller funds despite swelling demand by their investors. Note that 2005 VC fundraising is
on an $18 billion pace, which is roughly
equivalent to 2004 and far below the
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down significantly from 43% in 1995.
Source: Dow Jones/Venture One, Ernst & Young
This shift began to emerge (postbubble) in 2001 (see chart).
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For some, this data may beg the question: if everyone insists on doing late stage deals, who will fund the seed stage
deals to keep priming the pump? We think this is a temporary, cyclical imbalance reflecting a dearth of bidders for
seed stage deals. In parsing the data, we found that the median pre-money valuations for seed stage deals are
incredibly low at just $2.0 million for the first half of 2005, compared to $1.8 million in 1995 and $5.0 in 2000.
(compared to late stage median valuations of $24.4, $89.8 and $32.0 million in 1995, 2000 and 2005, respectively)
There is no reason to assume that the quantity or quality of new business opportunities has changed so
significantly. Instead, we believe this indicates that there is relatively little competition for seed stage deals.
Historically a significant portion of seed stage funding has come from emerging managers. Post-bubble, few
emerging managers have been able to raise venture funds due to their lack of track record. Meanwhile, as eluded to
earlier, successful seed stage firms have often evolved into bigger funds as their success is rewarded with more
investor demand, resulting in a shift to bigger later stage deals. Eventually, we believe this situation will be
corrected. One possible fix is that certain partners from well-established later stage funds will launch new seed
stage funds to fill this market void. Their investment track records will cultivate the institutional investor confidence
that a new emerging manager cannot gain.
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It is our job as fund of funds managers to identify those venture capitalists that recognize these imbalances early
and act accordingly. As always, we welcome your questions and comments.

Piper Jaffray was established in 1895 and has grown to become a nationally and internationally recognized firm serving growth
companies and growth company investors. We have a significant commitment to alternative assets through our series of fund of
funds, Private Equity Partners, and anticipate offering our next fund, Private Equity Partners III, in early 2006.
Since 1895. Securities and products are offered through Piper Jaffray & Co., member SIPC and NYSE, Inc., a subsidiary of Piper Jaffray Companies.
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